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The real leaders and innovators in marine

In business since 1868, Keyston Bros. has grown from a small, 
family-owned business manufacturing and selling whips and 
lashes on the streets of San Francisco, to becoming one of the 
largest and most well-respected national jobbers in the industry.

Keyston Bros. is one of North America’s leading suppliers and 
innovators of fabrics, vinyls, leathers and textiles to multiple 
markets including automotive, marine and furniture upholstery 
supplies. With more than 200 employees at 19 distribution 
centers across the U.S., Keyston Bros. has an amazing depth of 
inventory on the shelf allowing for shorter delivery times and 
reduced shipping costs.

More specifically for the marine marketplace, Keyston Bros. is 
home to more than 800 marine upholstery vinyl SKUs as well  
as a vast selection of marine hardware, finishing supplies and 
topping material adding up to more than 7,500 SKUs in our  
full marine offering.

Let Keyston Bros. be your one-stop shop for top products, 
affordable prices and personalized customer service. We would 
love to partner with you.

» See our ad on page 35.

ProdimKeyston Bros.

More awareness, fewer mistakes,  
better quality

When it comes to digital templating within the marine building 
industry, the Prodim Proliner is unmatched in accuracy, speed, 
flexibility and ease of use due to its unique technology: measuring 
with a pen and a wire. You simply mark relevant points with 
the pen, and the exact positions of measured points are directly 
translated into a digital template (DXF).

Measuring with a wire does not require targets and has no reflection 
inaccuracies. Straight, curved and very complex shapes can be 
measured fast and accurately from every position. This flexibility 
enables marine fabricators to create digital templates of decks, 
covers, tops, awnings, sails and much more using only one tool.

To get the most out of the Proliner technology, Prodim developed 
additional solutions including the IPT for measuring hard-to-
reach points, the Proliner Hookpen for measuring tubular frames, 
improved Prodim Factory Decking software to create deck designs 
based on Proliner measurements and the Prodim Plotter.

This enables Prodim to offer complete digital templating 
solutions for the improvement of the templating process, 
products and services.

» See our ad on page 27.
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Ft . Pierce, FL 34951 USA
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954 462 0707 
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